FIRST, PICK YOUR HEMI® ENGINE.

426 Supercharged Crate HEMI® Engine: P/N P5160194 MSRP $29,995.00

392 Crate HEMI® Engine: P/N 68303090AA MSRP $10,060.00

345 Crate HEMI® Engine: P/N 68303088AA MSRP $6,550.00

6.2L Supercharged Crate HEMI® Engine: P/N 68303089AA MSRP $20,215.00

426 Supercharged Crate HEMI® Engine Kit: P/N 77072500 | MSRP $2,265.00

6.2L Supercharged Crate HEMI® Engine Kit: P/N 77072452AD | MSRP $2,265.00

392 Crate HEMI® Engine Kit: P/N 77072454AF | MSRP $1,795.00

345 Crate HEMI® Engine Kit: P/N 77072455AF | MSRP $1,795.00
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PLUG IN A REVOLUTIONARY CRATE HEMI® ENGINE KIT.

A/C Expansion Kit 426 & 6.2L Supercharged Crate HEMI® Engines: P/N 770724493 | MSRP $387.00

392 & 345 Crate HEMI® Engines: P/N 77072446AB | MSRP $360.00

45-Degree Oil Filter: P/N 77072447 | MSRP $98.00

Rear Sump Oil Pan Kit for 5.7L & 6.4L Engines: P/N 77072450AB | MSRP $200.00

426 & 6.2L Supercharged Crate HEMI® Engines FEAD Basics Kit: P/N 77072492 | MSRP $696.00

392 & 345 Crate HEMI® Engines FEAD Basics Kit: P/N 77072445 | MSRP $664.00

A/C Expansion Kit 392 & 345 Crate HEMI® Engines: P/N 77072450AB | MSRP $200.00

Exhaust Manifold Kit: P/N 77072462 | MSRP $419.00

Tremec Transmission: P/N PW100003AB | MSRP $5,250.00

45-Degree Oil Filter: P/N 77072447 | MSRP $98.00

Rear Sump Oil Pan Kit for 5.7L & 6.4L Engines: P/N 77072450AB | MSRP $200.00

AMP UP YOUR VEHICLE.

Crate HEMI® Engine Front End Accessory Drive Basics Kits

392 & 345 Crate HEMI® Engines Power Steering Expansion Pack: P/N 77072448 | MSRP $232.00

COMPLETE YOUR BUILD.
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